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Abstract
In this paper we present the Stern–Brocot tree as a basis for performing exact arithmetic on rational numbers. There exists an
elegant binary representation for positive rational numbers based on this tree [Graham et al., Concrete Mathematics, 1994]. We
will study this representation by investigating various algorithms to perform exact rational arithmetic using an adaptation of the
homographic and the quadratic algorithms that were first proposed by Gosper for computing with continued fractions. We will
show generalisations of homographic and quadratic algorithms to multilinear forms in n variables. Finally, we show an application
of the algorithms for evaluating polynomials.
© 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Historical background
Recently exact arithmetic has been considered as a suitable approach to the problem of dealing with round-off
errors and building more reliable and versatile programming tools for computation with rational and real numbers.
According to this approach, real numbers are represented as an infinite stream over a finite or infinite alphabet and
the computation over them is done in a lazy manner (also called: on-line, call-by-need, corecursive, etc.): in order to
compute a function on a real number, we start absorbing the first element of the stream representing the real number.
At each step we output an element of the output stream or we may need more information about the input, in which
case we absorb the next element of the input stream.
There have been many theoretical and practical instances of applying this idea. A rather general theoretical ap-
proach is taken by Konecˇný [12], where the limitation theorems for IFS-representations of real numbers is given.
IFS-representations are representations of real numbers using an infinite composition of contracting functions on a
compact interval. These include the representations by means of Möbius maps that is developed by Edalat and Potts [6,
23]. Edalat and Potts’s work generalises earlier works by Gosper [7,8], Vuillemin [27] and Menissier-Morain [19].
Gosper, in his famous unpublished work [7], showed how to add, multiply, subtract and divide two continued frac-
tions. He introduced the idea of using homographic and quadratic algorithms. His algorithms are presented for
regular N-fractions of rational numbers and were the first instance of lazy exact arithmetic on rational numbers.
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fractions. Kornerup and Matula [13] presented a binary version of Gosper’s algorithm on a bit-serial arithmetic unit.
Later they introduced redundancy in their representation and considered arithmetic units supporting such redundan-
cies [15]. Their binary encoding of continued fraction expansion was a lexicographic one and they could use it to
obtain a redundant representation for real numbers [14]. Lester [16] analyses the amount of redundancy needed in a
continued fraction representation in order for it to be computationally suitable.
Our approach in the present paper is similar to the one by Kornerup and Matula. Our basis is the Stern–Brocot tree,
a tree which was first discovered by 19th century German mathematician Moritz Abraham Stern and French clock-
maker Achille Brocot [3,10,26]. The tree itself is a symmetric mathematical structure with remarkable algebraic and
combinatorial properties. It was recently reintroduced by Graham et al. [9]. Bates [1] studies the tree thoroughly and
compares it with other similar combinatorial structures such as Farey sequence, hyperbinary tree, Gray-code sequence
and paper folding sequence. Both in [9] and in [1] a binary representation for positive rational numbers based on the
tree is introduced. This representation basically boils down to the unary encoding1 of the regular continued fraction
expansion of rational numbers and is presented in Raney [25]. Raney uses this binary representation to devise the
homographic algorithm on continued fractions and he makes use of finite-state automata called transducers. Liardet
and Stambul [17] present the quadratic algorithm using Raney’s transducers and generalise it to compute rational
functions involving continued fraction expansions. Bertot [2] discusses the fact that by taking this binary encoding for
rational numbers one can simplify mathematical proofs of properties of rational numbers.
2. Introduction
The Stern–Brocot tree is the full binary tree in which all nodes are labelled in such a way that each positive rational
number occurs exactly once. The tree is ‘hanging on a rope between zero and infinity’. Projecting the tree vertically
will provide the usual ordering of the rationals. For p1/q1 and p2/q2 we define the mediant of them to be the fraction
(p1 + p2)/(q1 + q2). We refer to p1/q1 and p2/q2 as parents of (p1 + p2)/(q1 + q2). In this tree every row consists
of the fractions that are mediants of elements of previous rows. We start to write the two pseudo-fractions 0/1 and
1/0, we proceed to construct the tree row by row. The first row is the mediant of the two initial pseudo-fractions, that
is (0 + 1)/(1 + 0) = 1/1. We write this mediant in the middle of the initial pseudo-fractions. The second row consists
of the mediant of (0/1,1/1) and the mediant of (1/1,1/0). We continue in this way and each time we choose two
fractions that do not have anything vertically between them, and we place their mediant in a new row and vertically
in the middle of the two parents. This construction is illustrated in Fig. 1. The resulting tree has many interesting
properties. We mention some of the basic properties here. For a proof of this lemma and more properties including
some combinatorial properties see [9, pp. 117–119] and [1].
Lemma 1.
(i) All the fractions occurring in the Stern–Brocot tree are irreducible.
(ii) Every positive rational number occurs exactly once in the Stern–Brocot tree.
From Lemma 1(ii) it follows that the Stern–Brocot tree is an enumeration of the positive rational numbers. It has
already been observed [9] that this property can be used to give a binary encoding of positive rational numbers. We
start from the root of the tree and we represent 1/1 by the empty sequence. To encode an arbitrary fraction, we find
it in the tree and consider the path from the root to that fraction. We obtain the encoding by starting from the empty
sequence in the root and adding L each time we go to left and adding R each time we go to right. For example
the representation of 5/12 is LLRRL. Conversely, given a finite sequence of Rs and Ls we can use it to locate the
corresponding fraction in the tree, simply by starting from the root and going to the left each time we encounter an L
and going to the right each time we encounter an R. For example the fraction corresponding to RLRLR is 13/8. We
call this the Stern–Brocot representation of positive rational numbers and throughout the rest of the paper we present
algorithms for computations with this representation.
1 Unary, in the sense that a partial denominator n of the continued fraction is denoted by a string of length n (cf. Lemma 9).
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Remark 2. The binary nature of the Stern–Brocot tree and its step by step construction is reminiscent of the Conway’s
construction of the surreal numbers [4]. Each surreal number is approximated by a left set and a right set whose rôle
is similar to that of the parents in the Stern–Brocot tree. The difference is that in Stern–Brocot tree each rational
number p/q appears after finitely many steps of the construction, but in the tree of surreal numbers only dyadic
rational numbers appear after finite steps. However, transfinite iteration of the construction method of the surreal
numbers produces much more than all rational and real numbers. This transfinite nature can be seen in the way the
arithmetic operation on the surreal numbers are evaluated. Therefore a straightforward formalisation of algorithms
for computation on the surreal numbers needs a more powerful framework than most present programming languages
and should best be done in a framework where higher order types are present, as it is done in Coq [18]. However, the
algorithms that we present for the Stern–Brocot arithmetic can be implemented in ordinary programming languages.
First we fix some notations. Let Σ = {α0, α1, . . . , αn} be a finite set of symbols. By Σ∗ we denote the set of finite
sequences of elements of Σ . In order to simplify the notation we treat the elements of Σ∗ as strings, i.e., we do not put
any marker between two consecutive element of the sequence. Let σ,σ ′ ∈ Σ∗, then σσ ′ is the string concatenation of
σ and σ ′. By σ(n) we denote the nth element of σ . If α ∈ Σ is a symbol and σ ∈ Σ∗ is a sequence, then ασ denotes
the sequence obtained by prepending α to the beginning of σ . In this case we call α the head element of σ . We denote
the empty sequence by [ ].
We show how to find the Stern–Brocot representation of a positive fraction without traversing the Stern–Brocot
tree.
Definition 3. Let SB = {L,R}∗ be the set of finite sequences generated from two letters L and R. We define the
following injection from the set of positive rational numbers Q+ to SB:⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
_ :Q+ → SB
m
n
 :=
⎧⎨
⎩
[ ] if m = n,
L m
n−m if m < n,
Rm−n
n
 if m > n.
For every x ∈ Q+ we call x ∈ SB the unsigned Stern–Brocot binary representation of x. We shall call the elements
of SB the Stern–Brocot binary sequences.
Note that we do not require gcd(m,n) = 1. This is justified by the following important lemma, which links the
Stern–Brocot tree and the Stern–Brocot representation.
Lemma 4. The outcome of the function _ is the same as traversing the Stern–Brocot tree and following the left and
right branches at each step.
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Combining this lemma with the Lemma 1, as a corollary one can prove that m/n = km/kn; hence _ is
well-defined on the set of positive rational numbers.
Next we define the inverse map that given any binary sequence in SB returns the corresponding rational number.
Definition 5. Let σ ∈ SB. We define the map [[_]] : SB → Q+ as:{ [[[ ]]] := 1,
[[Lσ ]] := [[σ ]][[σ ]]+1 ,[[Rσ ]] := [[σ ]] + 1.
The following lemma tells us that _ and [[_]] are inverse to each other and hence we have a bijection between
positive rational numbers and finite binary sequences. The proof follows from the definition by a simple case analysis.
Lemma 6 (_ is a bijection). The function [[_]] is an injection from SB to Q+ and moreover is the inverse of _,
that is to say:
∀q ∈ Q+, [[q]] = q, ∀σ ∈ SB, [[σ ]]= σ.
It is easy to equip the set SB with a sign bit to get the entire Q. We define the following data type:
SSB = Zero | Pos SB | Neg SB.
We call this new set the signed Stern–Brocot representation.
Definition 7. We extend the _ and [[_]] functions to the entire Q and SSB. For example if q ∈ Q by q we mean
the image of q in SSB:
q :=
⎧⎨
⎩
Zero if q = 0,
Posq if 0 < q,
Neg(−q) if q < 0.
Thus the set SSB is isomorphic to Q. We are interested in transferring the computations on Q to computations
on SSB. In other words we seek a way of directly equipping the set SSB with algebraic operations (i.e., field structure)
apart from the naïve way, which is decoding the representations using [[_]], applying usual addition and multiplication
on Q as a set of pairs of integers, and encoding back the result using _.
2.1. Stern–Brocot tree and continued fractions
There is an intrinsic connection between the Stern–Brocot representation of a rational number m/n and Euclid’s
algorithm applied to m,n. By slightly changing the definition of m/n we can get a new function that calculates
gcd(m,n).⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
gcd′(_,_) :N × N → N
gcd′(m,n) :=
{
m if m = n,
gcd′(m,n − m) if m < n,
gcd′(m − n,n) if m > n.
This is the usual Euclid’s algorithm but instead of division (in fact instead of the mod function) we only use subtraction.
This analogy subsequently relates the Stern–Brocot and continued fraction representation of a rational number:
Definition 8 (N-fraction). Let p,q ∈ Z and q = 0. Then [a0, a1, . . . , an] is the N-fraction of p/q , if using Euclid’s
algorithm we can find ri such that:
p = a0q + r0, 0 < r0 < q
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r0 = a2r1 + r2, 0 < r2 < r1
. . .
rn−2 = anrn−1 + 0,
and rn−1 = gcd(p, q).
It can be easily observed that in the N-fraction of any rational number, the first element is an integer and the rest of
the elements are positive integers. The following lemma presents the connection between Stern–Brocot representation
and continued fractions (a proof can be found in [9]).
Lemma 9. Let X = Ri0Lj0Ri1Lj1 · · ·RinLjn be the binary Stern–Brocot representation of the positive rational number
x, where i0, jn  0 and the other iks and jks are greater than 0. Then we have:
N-fraction of x =
{ [i0, j0, i1, j1, . . . , in, jn + 1] if jn > 0,
[i0, j0, i1, j1, . . . , in + 1] if jn = 0.
From this lemma it follows that there is a bijection from SB to the set of positive fractions.
The relationship between the Stern–Brocot representation and Euclid’s algorithm can be seen as a justification
of the main property of Stern–Brocot tree expressed in Lemma 1. More specifically, by inspecting the above gcd′
function, the Stern–Brocot representation can be seen as keeping track of the number of the times that numerator
(respectively denominator) is larger than the denominator (respectively numerator) by outputting L (respectively R)
during the evaluation the greatest common divisor of numerator and denominator. This in turn can be seen as coding
the proof of the fact that the fraction is irreducible. In other words, irreducible fractions correspond to the canonical
proofs of the fact they are irreducible.
2.2. Why study this representation?
In the remainder of the paper we are going to present algorithm for calculating arithmetic operations directly on
this binary representation. The main motivation of our study of this representation is a theoretical one. Practically,
the algorithms that we are going to present are not efficient. This is due to the fact that our suggested algorithms—
working with essentially unary notation—give an exponential slow-down compared to straightforward algorithms
operating with numerator and denominator represented in binary.
Our first motive is to the contribute to elegant theory of the Stern–Brocot tree. Many combinatorial properties of
the Stern–Brocot tree are known [1,9], but our work adds the algebraic structure of a field—albeit computationally
inefficient—to this tree. We view this algebraic structure as an important theoretical property and hence present the
algorithms for field operations in this paper.
Our second motive, and the origin of the current work, is that the proof of correctness of these algorithms is easy
to formalise in a proof assistant. Of course, the ease of formalisation in itself can not justify the formalisation of the
algorithms. However, due to verbose and relatively tedious state of formal proofs, in formalising truly efficient and
computationally practical numerical algorithms one has to take a step-by-step approach. The first step would be to
formalise a theoretically important but computationally simple structure and build increasingly complex structures on
top of that. For example, the computationally inefficient unary Peano representation for natural numbers is usually
used inside proof assistants as a reference point for verifying more efficient algorithms of integer arithmetic. In our
view Stern–Brocot representation serves as a starting and reference point for verification of more sophisticated algo-
rithms that follow the same general shape, such as those by Gosper [7], Kornerup and Matula [15] Lester [16] and
Edalat and Potts [23,24].
We give a more concrete example for our ease of formalisation argument. Recall that the Stern–Brocot representa-
tion encodes—in a unary way—all subtraction steps in the gcd′ function. This allows us to refrain from using division
in our algorithms. Instead we use subtraction. Although division is a powerful computational tool, compared to sub-
traction it is rather costly for proofs. This is mainly due to the fact division is a partial function; in a formal framework
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malised version of division has three arguments: the dividend, the divisor and the proof that the divisor is not zero.
This is not the case with the subtraction when defined on integers. Hence, our emphasis lies on the use of subtraction
instead of division and we follow this line in the definition of the algorithms in next section.
Finally, as a further incentive, in Section 4 we present a possible application of our algorithms for evaluating
polynomials and rational functions that motivates the study of multilinear algorithm.
3. Exact rational arithmetic
In this section we present the lazy algorithms for computation with the Stern–Brocot representation. Lazy com-
putation is a constructive interpretation of continuity.2 The idea is that if we are computing continuous functions on
sequences, it is possible to do this computation in a lazy manner, outputting partial information about the final result
after having processed only initial segments of the input. A lazy algorithm on sequences usually consists of two steps:
(1) looking at initial segments of the input, the absorption step;
(2) outputting an initial segment of the output, the emission step.
An algorithm terminates when it emits the empty sequence. When there are several inputs, the algorithm also contains
an absorption strategy to decide which input initial segment to absorb next.
In the absorption steps we ask for the first bit of input(s). In the emission step we output one bit. The idea is to
ask for bits of the input and produce bits of output as soon as possible. This is a typical lazy algorithm in which the
program may print the correct answer without absorbing all the terms of the input(s). The reason why this is possible
is simply the continuity (in our case for positive input) of the class of multilinear fractional forms (cf. Section 3.3),
which means by getting each bit of the input we can approximate the output; if our approximation is precise enough
then we can firmly determine the ‘next’ element of the output. We continue in this way until we eventually run out
of the input or arrive at a stage where the rest of output is independent of any additional input. This method was
proposed by Gosper [7] for arithmetic on continued fractions but is easily applicable to a wide variety of problems
that deal with computing a continuous function, including all elementary functions [23].
In this section we follow this pattern to devise our new algorithms for computation with the Stern–Brocot repre-
sentation, directly on SSB. First we present the homographic and quadratic algorithms. Subsequently we generalise
these algorithms to n variables.
3.1. Homographic algorithm
A homographic map on rational numbers is a function of the form:
hM(x) = ax + b
cx + d a, b, c, d ∈ Z; M =
[
a b
c d
]
.
Throughout the rest of the paper we implicitly require that the denominators of all fractions are nonzero. We never
explicitly mention it even as a precondition to the algorithms.3 Moreover, when there is no risk of ambiguity, we omit
the subscript that refers to the matrix of coefficients.
In this section our goal is to give an algorithm to compute the Stern–Brocot representation of h([[σ ]]) for σ ∈
SSB. Thus we are given a finite signed binary sequence and four integer coefficients and we want to produce a finite
signed binary sequence that is the Stern–Brocot representation of h(x).
In order to present the algorithm we only need to assume σ ∈ SB, i.e., σ is the Stern–Brocot representation of a
positive rational number. The algorithm that we obtain to compute h([[σ ]]) can be easily extended to an algorithm
2 There are other aspects of laziness (e.g. laziness in the sense of sharing the reduction) that we do not consider in this paper.
3 However, in the formal verification of algorithms, we should pay attention to this point. We do that by introducing lazy proof obligations [20,
§3.3].
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hM
([[τ ]])= a[[τ ]] + b
c[[τ ]] + d = 
(−a)[[σ ]] + b
(−c)[[σ ]] + d = hM ′
([[σ ]]) where M ′ = [−a b−c d
]
.
Hence we let σ ∈ SB. First we determine the sign of hM([[σ ]]). We call the algorithm that determines the sign of the
output the sign algorithm. In the course of determining the sign, each time we absorb input the matrix of coefficients
changes. Thus the algorithm that determines the sign should not only output the sign but also the new matrix of
coefficient and the remaining (i.e., not yet absorbed) part of the input. Next step is to devise an algorithm that given
the sign, the new coefficients and the remaining part of the input calculates the bits of the output. We break this step
into two simpler steps
• We devise an algorithm that assumes the numerator and the denominator are positive and calculates the output
bits. We call this the output-bit algorithm.
• We combine the sign algorithm and the output-bit algorithm to compute hM([[σ ]]) for σ ∈ SB.
The idea behind the sign algorithm is that we absorb as much input as needed to be able to determine the sign of
each of numerator and denominator. This is because absorbing bits of an Stern–Brocot binary sequence σ will enable
us to narrow down the size of the interval that σ may belong to. In fact, we use this idea in all algorithms of this
section.
To compute the sign note that 0 < [[σ ]]. This mean that the numerator and denominator have a parameter that is
always positive. This eases the task of determining the sign of numerator and denominator: all we need to do is to
check the sign of the two lines ax +b and cx +d for positive values of x. In other words, we have to check the sign of
−b/a and −d/c. We do this using some auxiliary functions. First recall that sgn is the following function on integers.
sgnx :=
{1 if x > 0,
0 if x = 0,
−1 if x < 0.
As we discussed in Section 2.2 we are trying to avoid integer division. Hence we only need to check the value of
sgna + sgnb and sgn c + sgnd . Thus we define the following function.
Definition 10. Let m,n ∈ Z. We define the sum of signs of m and n to be ssg(m,n) = sgnm + sgnn.
We are going to use ssg(a, b) and ssg(c, d) to determine the sign of hM(x) for x > 0 (parts (iii)–(iv) of the
following lemma). This is possible because in general we are able to use ssg(m,n) to determine the sign of mx + n
for x > 0 (parts (i)–(ii) of the following lemma). The proof of the following lemma is immediate by an straightforward
case analysis.
Lemma 11.
(i) ssg(m,n) > 0 then ∀x > 0, mx + n > 0.
(ii) ssg(m,n) < 0 then ∀x > 0, mx + n < 0.
(iii) ssg(a, b) × ssg(c, d) > 0 then ∀x > 0, (ax + b)/(cx + d) > 0.
(iv) ssg(a, b) × ssg(c, d) < 0 then ∀x > 0, (ax + b)/(cx + d) < 0.
The sign algorithm is given below. The input is a matrix of coefficients M = [ a b
c d
]
and a Stern–Brocot binary
sequence σ ∈ SB. Furthermore we use the following matrices—defined in terms of M—in the absorption steps.
ML :=
[
a+b b
c+d d
]
, MR :=
[
a a+b
c c+d
]
.
The output is a triple (s,
[ as bs
cs ds
]
, σs) consisting of the sign, the new matrix of coefficients and the remaining part
of the input binary sequence. The algorithm is written in the form of a recursive function S
_
:M2×2(Z) × SB →
{0,+1,−1} × M2×2(Z) × SB.
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⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
SM([ ]) :=
⎧⎨
⎩
(0,M, [ ]) if ssg(a, b) = 0,
(+1,M, [ ]) else if ssg(a, b) = ssg(c, d),
(−1,M, [ ]) otherwise.
SM(σ) :=
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
if b = 0
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩
((sgna)(sgn c),M,σ) if d = 0,
(sgna,M,σ) else if ssg(c, d) > 0,
(− sgna,M,σ) else if ssg(c, d) < 0,
absorbM(σ) otherwise.
if b = 0
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
if d = 0
⎧⎨
⎩
(sgn c,M,σ) if ssg(a, b) > 0,
(− sgn c,M,σ) else if ssg(a, b) < 0,
absorbM(σ) otherwise.
if d = 0
⎧⎨
⎩
(+1,M,σ) if ssg(a, b) · ssg(c, d) > 0,
(−1,M,σ) else if ssg(a, b) · ssg(c, d) < 0,
absorbM(σ) otherwise.
The function absorb_ :M2×2(Z) × SB → {0,+1,−1} × M2×2(Z) × SB is defined by pattern matching on the head
element of the input. This function is actually the recursive step in the S
_
function and is also the absorption step.{
absorbM(Lσ ′) := SML(σ ′1),
absorbM(Rσ ′) := SMR(σ ′1).
To understand the intuition behind this algorithm we first need to explain why the output is a triple. Recall that our
goal is to pass the output from the sign algorithm to the output-bit algorithm. Thus the sign algorithm, after returning
the sign (the first argument of the output triple) must return the part of the input that it has not used (the third argument
of the output triple) and the matrix of coefficients, which is a modified version of the starting matrix of coefficients
(the second argument of the output triple).
How the initial matrix is modified depends on which branch of the sign algorithm is followed. If the input sequence
σ is empty then [[σ ]] = 1. Therefore we have to determine the sign of hM(1). As we see in the definition of the
algorithm, in this case one can determine the sign of (a + b)/(c + d) merely by checking ssg(a, b) and ssg(a, c).
In this case we do not need to absorb any input, so the initial matrix of coefficients is returned unchanged. The third
argument of the output (i.e., the ‘rest’ of the input) is trivially the empty sequence.
If the initial input sequence is not empty then we have to check whether b or d are zero. If both are zero then
hM([[σ ]]) = a/c and we are done without absorbing any input. If b = 0 and d = 0 then hM([[σ ]]) = a[[σ ]]/(c[[σ ]]+d).
In this case we use the Lemmas 11(i) and 11(ii) to determine the sign of cx +d . I.e., if ssg(c, d) = 0 then independent
of the actual value of [[σ ]] and only by assuming that [[σ ]] > 0 we can firmly determine the sign of the denominator
without absorbing any bits from σ . However, if ssg(c, d) = 0 then we need more information about σ in order to be
able to determine the sign. This is where we absorb information (i.e., bits) from σ by looking the head element of σ .
If σ = Lσ ′ then according to the Stern–Brocot tree we know that [[σ ]] should be in the interval (0,1). We use this
information indirectly, by replacing [[σ ]] by [[σ ′]]/([[σ ′]]+ 1) in hML([[σ ]]) and obtaining hM([[σ ′]]). This replacement
is possible because of the definition of [[_]] (cf. Definition 5). This explains the definition of ML, which is the matrix
of coefficients after the above replacement. After this replacement we continue to recursively determine the sign of
hML([[σ ′]]) by applying the sign algorithm with ML and σ ′. The other branches of the algorithm (and in particular the
choice of matrix MR) can be justified in a similar fashion.
Having the output of the sign algorithm we now proceed to determine the bits of the output. For the output-bit
algorithm we assume that we are given a matrix of coefficients
[
a b
c d
]
and a Stern–Brocot binary sequence σ ∈ SB. The
structure of the output is similar to that of the _ algorithm: in each step we compare the numerator and denominator
and we output L (respectively R) if the numerator is less (respectively greater). Here, instead of numbers we compare
the expressions ax+b and cx+d using the fact that x > 0. In order to facilitate this we define the following predicate.
Definition 12. Let m,n,p,q ∈ Z. We define the predicate
Ξ1(m,n,p, q) := (p m ∧ q < n) ∨ (p < m ∧ q  n).
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when x > 0.
Lemma 13.
(i) If Ξ1(m,n,p, q) then ∀x > 0, mx + n > px + q .
(ii) If ¬Ξ1(m,n,p, q) ∧ ¬Ξ1(p, q,m,n) then ∃x > 0, mx + n = px + q .
The output-bit algorithm is given below. The input is a matrix of coefficients M = [ a b
c d
]
and a Stern–Brocot binary
sequence σ ∈ SB. Furthermore, in the emission step, the algorithm uses the following matrices that are defined in
terms of the matrix M .
MN :=
[
a − c b − d
c d
]
, MD :=
[
a b
c − a d − b
]
.
The output is a Stern–Brocot binary sequence σ ∈ SB. The algorithm is written in the form of a recursive function
B
_
:M2×2(Z) × SB → SB.
Homographic output-bit algorithm for a, b, c, d ∈ Z, σ ∈ SB⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
BM([ ]) :=  a+bc+d ,
BM(σ) :=
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
R(BMN (σ)) if Ξ1(a, b, c, d),
L(BMD(σ)) else if Ξ1(c, d, a, b),
absorb′M(σ) otherwise.
The function absorb′
_
:T2×(2×2)(Z) × SB × SB → SB is defined by pattern matching on the head element of input
and is the absorption step of the above algorithm.{
absorb′M(Lσ ′) := BML(σ ′),
absorb′M(Rσ ′) := BMR(σ ′).
As one can see, the intuition behind the output-bit algorithm is to mimic the encoding map _ by comparing the
numerator and the denominator of hM([[σ ]]) using Lemma 13. If σ is the empty sequence then since [[σ ]] = 1, all
that we need to do is to output the Stern–Brocot representation of (a + b)/(c + d). If σ is not empty then we try
(by applying Lemma 13) to determine whether ax + b is definitely greater or definitely smaller than cx + d for all
x > 0. If this is the case we can emit one bit of the output. For example assume Ξ1(a, b, c, d). Then we know that
a[[σ ]] + b > c[[σ ]] + d , no matter what the exact value of [[σ ]] is. Hence we know that hM([[σ ]]) is a fraction whose
numerator is larger than its denominator. Thus its Stern–Brocot representation should start with an R; therefore, we
output R. Note that since a[[σ ]] + b > c[[σ ]] + d by Definition 3 we have
(3.1)a[[σ ]] + b
c[[σ ]] + d = R
a[[σ ]] + b − (c[[σ ]] + d)
c[[σ ]] + d .
In fact ‘outputting’ R means that we have used (3.1) to rewrite hM([[σ ]]) as hMN ([[σ ]]). This also explains the
definition of MN . In order to output further we make a recursive call to the output-bit algorithm with the modified
matrix of coefficients MN and the sequence σ . The definition of MD and the other emission branches of the output-bit
algorithm can be justified similarly. The absorption step of the output-bit algorithm is very similar to the one in the sign
algorithm, i.e., we ask for more information by looking at the head element of σ and rewrite hM([[σ ]]) accordingly.
Here we use the same matrices ML and MR as in the sign algorithm to denote the modified matrix of coefficients that
should be passed to the next recursive call.
An important issue is that in order for the output-bit algorithm to terminate we need the precondition that if σ = [ ]
then a + b > 0 and c + d > 0. This is because in this algorithm in case σ = [ ] we are going to evaluate the Stern–
Brocot representation of (a + b)/(c + d). As a matter of fact, one can prove the following lemma.
Lemma 14. Suppose a, b, c, d  0 and a + b, c + d > 0 and M = [ a b
c d
]
. Then the output-bit algorithm BM(σ)
terminates for all σ ∈ SB.
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binary sequences) and apply the well-founded induction on this well-ordering. A formal proof of a variant of the
above lemma has been formalised in the system Coq and can be found as Coq code in [21] (see also Lemma Ψ B_Wf
in [20, p. 82]). In fact in the type theory of Coq one can only compute with partial recursive functions by supplying a
proof of their termination, i.e., one has to prove the above lemma in order to be able to compute with B.
At this point we have to combine the sign and output-bit algorithms and obtain the homographic algorithm. The
input is a matrix of coefficients M = [ a b
c d
]
and a Stern–Brocot binary sequence σ ∈ SB. The output is a signed
Stern–Brocot binary sequence. The algorithm assumes that the output of SM(σ) is (s,Ms,σs) where Ms =
[ as bs
cs ds
]
.
Furthermore we define the following matrices in terms of Ms .
M−s =
[−as −bs
−cs −ds
]
, M−s1 =
[
as bs
−cs −ds
]
, M−s2 =
[−as −bs
cs ds
]
.
The algorithm is written in the form of a function H
_
:M2×2(Z) × SB → SSB. Note that there are no recursive calls
in this function.
Homographic algorithm for a, b, c, d ∈ Z, σ ∈ SB⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
HM(σ) :=
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
if ad = bc
{
 a
c
 if c = 0,
 b
d
 otherwise.
if ad = bc
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
Zero if s = 0,
if s = 1
{Pos BMs (σs) if as + bs > 0,
Pos BM−s (σs) otherwise.
if s = −1
{Neg BM−s1 (σs) if as + bs > 0,
Neg BM−s2 (σs) otherwise.
The homographic algorithm mimics the function _ as defined in Definition 7. Note that although [[σ ]] > 0 the sign of
hM([[σ ]]) is not necessarily positive (e.g. take M =
[−1 0
0 1
]) and thus hM([[σ ]]) ∈ Q, as it was the case for the domain
of _ in Definition 7. The first thing that the homographic algorithm does, is to check whether the value of hM([[σ ]])
is independent of σ . If so then the algorithm will evaluate the Stern–Brocot representation of the constant value of
hM([[σ ]]). Otherwise the algorithm will call the sign algorithm, which returns (s,Ms,σs).
We explain the case where s is negative (the case where s is positive is similar). In this case we know that
hM([[σ ]])—as an element of SSB—is of the form Neg τ where τ ∈ SSB. Computing τ is the task of the output-
bit algorithm. The point here is that the output-bit algorithm should not be called with Ms as the initial matrix of
coefficients, rather a modification of Ms . This has two reasons:
(1) The matrix of coefficients that is passed to the output-bit algorithm should satisfy the preconditions of Lemma 14,
otherwise the output-bit algorithm would not terminate.
(2) The sign algorithm simply returns the sign without factorising this returned sign from the coefficients of Ms .
Hence if s is negative then the coefficients of Ms should be modified to reflect this fact.
Returning s = −1 as sign of Ms means that hMs (x) < 0 for every x > 0. In particular hMs (1) < 0. Thus we use
hMs (1) to modify the signs of Ms ; in order to satisfy the above two requirements we check whether as + bs is positive
or negative (note that it can not be zero since s = −1). If it is positive then cs + ds should be negative, otherwise
hMs (1) cannot be negative. Hence in this case we modify the coefficients of Ms and obtain M−s1 . The latter will then
be passed to the output algorithm to determine the bits of τ .
First of all note that since hMs (x) = −hM−s1 (x), therefore the requirement (ii) is satisfied. To see that in this case
(i.e., as + bs > 0) M−s1 satisfies the requirement (i) note that as + bs, (−cs) + (−ds) > 0. The fact that as, bs  0 and
cs, ds  0 is entailed from the definition of SM in the following way. Suppose as < 0. Since as + bs > 0 we have
bs > 0. Thus ssg(as, bs) = 0. By examining the sign algorithm one observes that since bs = 0 this algorithm only
outputs the triple (s,Ms,σs) if ssg(as, bs) = 0. Hence our assumption that as > 0 leads to contradiction and therefore
as  0. Similarly one can prove that bs  0 and cs, ds  0. Therefore all the preconditions of Lemma 14 hold.
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ments above hold.
We have explained the intuition behind the three algorithms that we presented in this section. The algorithms
that we will present in Sections 3.2–3.3 are based on the same line of thought and the intuition behind them is the
generalisation of the above intuitive ideas to the higher dimensions. Therefore, for the sake of brevity, we will not
present a thorough explanation of the quadratic and multilinear algorithm.
The final point that we discuss in this section is the correctness of the homographic algorithm. Since the homo-
graphic algorithm is defined in terms of the sign algorithm and the output bit algorithm, we have to prove that all three
algorithms are correct. Thus, we state the correctness of the homographic algorithm as the following theorem.
Theorem 15. Let hM(x) = ax+bcx+d where M =
[
a b
c d
] ∈ M2×2(Z). Let σ ∈ SB.
(i) Assume SM(σ) = (s,Ms,σs). Then s = sgnhM([[σ ]]).
(ii) If a, b, c, d  0, a + b > 0 and c + d > 0 then hM([[σ ]])= BM(σ).
(iii) hM([[σ ]])=HM(σ).
The proof of this theorem has been formalised in the Coq proof assistant. The Coq code can found in the file
homographic_correctness.v in [21]. This formalised proof is a special case of the proof of a more general
fact that is stated in Theorem 32.
3.2. Quadratic algorithm
In this section we give a synchronised algorithm to compute addition and multiplication of two Stern–Brocot binary
sequences. To do this we consider the following general quadratic map.
qT (x, y) = axy + bx + cy + d
exy + f x + gy + h a, . . . , h ∈ Z and T =
[
a b c d
e f g h
]
.
We denote the set of 2 × (2 × 2) tensors with integer elements by T2×(2×2)(Z). One could consider a 2 × 4 matrix
instead of a tensor. We use the term tensor to be consistent with the existing literature.
By considering the quadratic maps, we have a much more general algorithm and by taking the following special
tensors for T we obtain the algorithms for basic arithmetic operations.
T⊕ =
[
0 1 1 0
0 0 0 1
]
, T⊗ =
[
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
]
, T =
[
0 1 −1 0
0 0 0 1
]
, T =
[
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
]
.
We define arithmetic operations on SSB as:{⊕ : SSB × SSB → SSB,
σ1 ⊕ σ2 := qT⊕([[σ1]], [[σ2]]).
{⊗ : SSB × SSB → SSB,
σ1 ⊗ σ2 := qT⊗([[σ1]], [[σ2]]).{ : SSB × SSB → SSB,
σ1  σ2 := qT([[σ1]], [[σ2]]).
{ : SSB × SSB → SSB,
σ1  σ2 := qT([[σ1]], [[σ2]]).
This way the operations ⊕, ⊗,  and  will satisfy their specifications. I.e.,
[[σ1 ⊕ σ2]] = [[σq ]] + [[σ2]], [[σ1  σ2]] = [[σq ]] − [[σ2]],
[[σ1 ⊗ σ2]] = [[σq ]] × [[σ2]], [[σ1  σ2]] = [[σq ]][[σ2]] .
The quadratic algorithm is very similar to the homographic algorithm of the previous section. Once again it suffices
to assume that σ1, σ2 ∈ SB, i.e., σ1 and σ2 are the Stern–Brocot representation of positive rational numbers. The algo-
rithm that we obtain to compute q([[σ1]], [[σ2]]) is easily extendible to an algorithm for computing q([[τ1]], [[τ2]])
when τ1, τ2 ∈ SSB. There are three different cases to consider according to whether one or both of τ1, τ2 being nega-
tive. For instance if [[τ1]] = −[[σ1]] and [[τ2]] = [[σ2]] then:
qT
([[τ1]], [[τ2]])=  a[[τ1]][[τ2]] + b[[τ1]] + c[[τ2]] + d e[[τ1]][[τ2]] + f [[τ1]] + g[[τ2]] + h
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(−e)[[σ1]][[σ2]] − f [[σ1]] + g[[σ2]] + h
= qT ′
([[σ1]], [[σ2]]) where T ′ = [−a −b c d−e −f g h
]
.
Hence we assume σ1, σ2 ∈ SB are given and we proceed exactly in the same way as in the previous section. First
we determine the sign of qT ([[σ1]], [[σ2]]). Then we present the output-bit algorithm that for a positive numerator and
denominator emits the output bits. Finally the quadratic algorithm combines the sign algorithm and the output-bit
algorithm to compute qT ([[σ1]], [[σ2]]) for σ1, σ2 ∈ SB.
In the quadratic sign algorithm, in contrast with the homographic sign algorithm, we absorb the bits from both
inputs simultaneously. There are other possible absorption strategies but we will not consider this issue in this paper.
For a discussion of strategies we refer the reader to [23, §11.5]. As in the case of homographic sign algorithm, the
algorithm that determines the sign should not only output the sign but also the new tensor of coefficients and the
remaining part of both inputs. First we need a definition similar to the Definition 10.
Definition 16. Let m,n,p,q ∈ Z. We define the sum of signs of m, n, p and q to be ssg(2)(m,n,p, q) := sgnm +
sgnn + sgnp + sgnq .
We shall use ssg(2)(a, b, c, d) and ssg(2)(e, f, g,h) to determine the sign of qT (x) for x > 0 (parts (iii)–(iv) of the
following lemma). In doing so, we use parts (i)–(ii) of the following lemma to determine the sign of mxy+nx+py+q
for x > 0. The proof of the following lemma is immediate by an straightforward case analysis.
Lemma 17.
(i) If ssg(2)(m,n,p, q) > 2 then ∀x, y > 0, mxy + nx + py + q > 0.
(ii) If ssg(2)(m,n,p, q) < −2 then ∀x, y > 0, mxy + nx + py + q < 0.
(iii) If ssg(2)(a, b, c, d) × ssg(2)(e, f, g,h) > 8 then
∀x, y > 0, axy + bx + cy + d
exy + f x + gy + h > 0.
(iv) If ssg(2)(a, b, c, d) × ssg(2)(e, f, g,h) < −8 then
∀x, y > 0, axy + bx + cy + d
exy + f x + gy + h < 0.
The quadratic sign algorithm is given below. The input is a tensor of coefficients T = [ a b c d
e f g h
]
and two Stern–
Brocot binary sequence σ1, σ2 ∈ SB. In the absorption step (which is given as a separate function absorb(2)) we make
use of the following tensors.
TLL =
[
a + b + c + d b + d c + d d
e + f + g + h f + h g + h h
]
, TLR =
[
a + c a + b + c + d c c + d
e + g e + f + g + h g g + h
]
,
TRL =
[
a + b b a + b + c + d b + d
e + f f e + f + g + h f + h
]
, TRR =
[
a a + b a + c a + b + c + d
e e + f e + g e + f + g + h
]
.
The output is a quadruple (s, Ts, σ1s , σ2s ) consisting of the sign, the new tensor of coefficients and the remaining
parts of both inputs. The algorithm is written in the form of a recursive function S(2)
_
:T2×(2×2)(Z) × SB × SB →
{0,+1,−1} × T2×(2×2)(Z) × SB × SB.
In the following let
A1 =
[
a + b c + d
e + f g + h
]
, A2 =
[
a + c b + d
e + g f + h
]
,
SA1(σ1) = (s1,B1, σs1), SA2(σ2) = (s2,B2, σs2),
B1 =
[
as1 bs1
c d
]
, B2 =
[
as2 bs2
c d
]
,s1 s1 s2 s2
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[
0 as1 0 bs1
0 cs1 0 ds1
]
, B2 =
[
0 0 as2 bs2
0 0 cs2 ds2
]
,
1 = ssg(2)(a, b, c, d), 2 = ssg(2)(e, f, g,h).
Quadratic sign algorithm for a, b, c, d, e, f, g,h ∈ Z, σ1, σ2 ∈ SB⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
S(2)T (σ1, [ ]) := (s1,B1, σs1, [ ]),
S(2)T ([ ], σ2) := (s2,B2, [ ], σs2),
S(2)T (σ1, σ2) :=
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
if b = c = d = 0
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩
((sgna)(sgn e), T ,σ1, σ2) if f = g = h = 0,
(sgna,T ,σ1, σ2) else if 2 > 2,
(− sgna,T ,σ1, σ2) else if 2 < −2,
absorb(2)T (σ1, σ2) otherwise.
otherwise
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
if f = g = h = 0
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
(sgn e,T ,σ1, σ2) else if 1 > 2,
(− sgn e,T ,σ1, σ2) else if 1 < −2,
absorb(2)T (σ1, σ2) otherwise.
otherwise
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
(+1, T , σ1, σ2) if 1 · 2 > 8,
(−1, T , σ1, σ2) else if 1 · 2 < −8,
absorb(2)T (σ1, σ2) otherwise.
The function absorb(2)
_
:T2×(2×2)(Z) × SB × SB → {0,+1,−1} × T2×(2×2)(Z) × SB × SB is similar to the function
absorb that we used in defining the homographic sign algorithm and is used in the absorption step. Note that at each
call to this function we absorb the head element of both inputs simultaneously.⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
absorb(2)T (Lσ
′
1,Lσ
′
2) := S(2)TLL(σ ′1, σ ′2),
absorb(2)T (Lσ
′
1,Rσ
′
2) := S(2)TLR(σ ′1, σ ′2),
absorb(2)T (Rσ
′
1,Lσ
′
2) := S(2)TRL(σ ′1, σ ′2),
absorb(2)T (Rσ
′
1,Rσ
′
2) := S(2)TRR(σ ′1, σ ′2).
Next we present the quadratic output-bit algorithm. First we need a generalisation of the Definition 12, which is used
to facilitate the comparison of two surfaces, i.e., the numerator and the denominator.
Definition 18. Let m,n,p,q, r, s, t, u ∈ Z. We define the predicate:
Ξ2(m,n,p, q, r, s, t, u) := (r m ∧ s  n ∧ t  p ∧ u < q) ∨
(r m ∧ s  n ∧ t < p ∧ u q) ∨
(r m ∧ s < n ∧ t  p ∧ u q) ∨
(r < m ∧ s  n ∧ t  p ∧ u q).
The following trivial property justifies the above definition.
Lemma 19.
(i) If Ξ2(m,n,p, q, r, s, t, u) then
∀x, y > 0, mxy + nx + py + q > rxy + sx + ty + u.
(ii) If ¬Ξ2(m,n,p, q, r, s, t, u) ∧ ¬Ξ2(m,n,p, q, r, s, t, u) then
∃x, y > 0, mxy + nx + py + q = rxy + sx + ty + u.
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Stern–Brocot binary sequences. In the emission steps we make use of the following tensors.
TN =
[
a − e b − f c − g d − h
e f g h
]
, TD =
[
a b c d
e − a f − b g − c h − d
]
.
The output is a Stern–Brocot binary sequence. The absorption step is given as a separate function absorb′ (2). The
algorithm is given in the form of a recursive function B(2)
_
:T2×(2×2)(Z) × SB × SB → SB.
Quadratic output-bit algorithm for a, b, c, d, e, f, g,h ∈ Z, σ1, σ2 ∈ SB⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
B(2)T (σ1, [ ]) := BA1(σ1),
B(2)T ([ ], σ2) := BA2(σ2),
B(2)T (σ1, σ2) :=
⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
R(B(2)TN (σ1, σ2)) if Ξ2(a, b, c, d, e, f, g,h),
L(B(2)TD (σ1, σ2)) else if Ξ2(e, f, g,h, a, b, c, d),
absorb′ (2)T (σ1, σ2) otherwise.
The function absorb′ (2)
_
:T2×(2×2)(Z) × SB × SB → SB is defined by pattern matching on the head element of input
and is the absorption step of the above algorithm.⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
absorb′ (2)T (Lσ ′1,Lσ ′2) := B(2)TLL(σ ′1, σ ′2),
absorb′ (2)T (Lσ ′1,Rσ ′2) := B(2)TLR(σ ′1, σ ′2),
absorb′ (2)T (Rσ ′1,Lσ ′2) := B(2)TRL(σ ′1, σ ′2),
absorb′ (2)T (Rσ ′1,Rσ ′2) := B(2)TRR(σ ′1, σ ′2).
There is a precondition similar to Lemma 14 for the quadratic algorithm. For a proof see the Coq code in [21] and
also Lemma Ψ B(2)_Wf in [20, p. 84].
Lemma 20. Suppose a, b, c, d, e, f, g,h 0 and a + b + c + d, e + f + g + h > 0 and let T = [ a b c d
e f g h
]
. Then the
quadratic output-bit algorithm B(2)T (σ1, σ2) terminates for all σ1, σ2 ∈ SB.
We have to combine the above algorithms and obtain the quadratic algorithm. The quadratic algorithm follows the
same idea as the homographic algorithm. Recall that in the homographic algorithm we first tested whether the output
is independent of any input, i.e., we checked whether the input matrix of coefficients is singular. We need to define
similar notion of singularity for non-square matrices (in our case the 2 × (2 × 2) tensor). This is what the following
predicate is intended for.
Definition 21. For T = [ a b c d
e f g h
]
we define the predicate same_ratio(2)(T ) as: same_ratio(2)(T ) := af = be ∧ bg =
cf ∧ ch = dg ∧ ag = ce ∧ ah = de ∧ bh = df .
Finally we present the quadratic algorithm. The input is a tensor of coefficients and two Stern–Brocot binary
sequences σ1, σ2 ∈ SB. The output is a signed Stern–Brocot binary sequence. First we calculate S(2)T (σ1, σ2) and we
assume that the result is (s, Ts, σ1s , σ2s ) where Ts =
[ as bs cs ds
es fs gs hs
]
. Furthermore we use the following matrices to pass
the right arguments to the output-bit algorithm.
T −s =
[−as −bs −cs −ds
−es −fs −gs −hs
]
, T −s1 =
[
as bs cs ds
−es −fs −gs −hs
]
,
T −s2 =
[−as −bs −cs −ds
es fs gs hs
]
.
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_
:T2×(2×2)(Z)×SB×SB → SSB. Note that there are no recursive
calls in this function.
Quadratic algorithm for a, b, c, d, e, f, g,h ∈ Z, σ1, σ2 ∈ SB⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
QT (σ1, σ2) :=
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
if same_ratio(2)(T )
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
 d
h
 if h = 0,
 c
g
 if g = 0,
 b
f
 if f = 0,
 a
e
 otherwise.
otherwise
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
Zero if s = 0,
if s = 1
⎧⎨
⎩
Pos B(2)Ts (σ1s , σ2s ) if as + bs + cs + ds > 0,
Pos B(2)
T −s
(σ1s , σ2s ) otherwise.
if s = −1
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
Neg B(2)
T −s1
(σ1s , σ2s ) if as + bs + cs + ds > 0,
Neg B(2)
T −s2
(σ1s , σ2s ) otherwise.
To conclude this section we mention the following theorem, which shows the correctness of the above algo-
rithms. The proof of this theorem has been formalised in the Coq proof assistant and can be found in the file
quadratic_correctness.v in [21]. This formalised proof is a special case of the proof of a more general
fact that is stated in Theorem 32.
Theorem 22. Let qT (x, y) = axy+bx+cy+dexy+f x+gy+h where T =
[ a b c d
e f g h
] ∈ T2×(2×2)(Z). Let σ1, σ2 ∈ SB.
(i) Assume S(2)T (σ1, σ2) = (s, Ts, σ1s , σ2s ). Then s = sgnqT ([[σ1]], [[σ2]]).
(ii) If a, b, c, d, e, f, g  0, a + b + c + d > 0 and e + f + g + h > 0 then qT ([[σ1]], [[σ2]])= B(2)T (σ1, σ2).
(iii) qT ([[σ1]], [[σ2]])=QT (σ1, σ2).
Note that the above theorem suffices to show the correctness of the field operations ⊕,,⊗ and ; because these
are definable in terms of the quadratic map.
3.3. Multilinear forms
Looking back at the algorithms of the previous two sections, we can observe that the quadratic algorithms are ob-
tained by generalising the homographic algorithms to two variables. The passage from functions SM to S(2)T , from BM
to B(2)T and fromHM toQT is straightforward. Another generalisation, perhaps less clear, is the way the homographic
algorithm is a generalised form of the _ function of Section 2.
The main purpose of the present section is to give a unified proof of the Theorems 15 and 22. In order to do that we
introduce the class of multilinear functions of n variables. Next we explore a general form of the aforementioned al-
gorithms, which given a list of n Stern–Brocot binary sequences, compute a multilinear fractional form of n variables.
This generalised algorithm is not necessarily very efficient as we only pay attention to the mathematical properties of
the functions and sometimes we assume that certain subroutines are given without explicitly mentioning them.
Definition 23. We define the family Ln of multilinear polynomials of n variables recursively as follows:
(1) L0 = Z.
(2) Ln+1(x1, . . . , xn, xn+1) = xn+1Ln(x1, . . . , xn) +Ln(x1, . . . , xn).
If Ln,L′n ∈ Ln we call μ = Ln/L′n a multilinear fractional form of n variables.
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its arguments. As an example,
L3(x, y, z) = axyz + bxy + cyz + dxz + ex + fy + gz + h
is a member of L3. Note that the rational numbers are multilinear fractional forms of 0 variables, and homographic
and quadratic maps are multilinear fractional forms of respectively 1 and 2 variables.
To generalise the quadratic algorithm we consider the following form.
μTn(x1, . . . , xn) =
Ln(x1, . . . , xn)
L′n(x1, . . . , xn)
, Ln,L
′
n ∈ Ln,
where Tn is a 2 × 2n tensor:
Tn =
[
a2n a2n−1 . . . a1
b2n b2n−1 . . . b1
]
,
and a1, . . . , a2n are coefficients of Ln(x1, . . . , xn) in ascending order (i.e., a1 is the constant and a2n is the coefficient
of the monomial with n variables). Similarly b1, . . . , b2n are the coefficients of L′n(x1, . . . , xn).
Instead of considering the tensor as an n + 1-dimensional cube, we consider it as a rectangular 2 × 2n matrix. We
explicitly mention the tensor of coefficients whenever we have a multilinear fractional form.
We want to present the algorithm that given σ1, . . . , σn ∈ SB calculates the function μTn([[σ1]], . . . , [[σn]]). In
order to be able to do that we need to fix some conventions.
First we present some notations for the absorbed tensors, which are the tensors of modified coefficients whenever
we absorb from the input sequences. For absorbing we always follow the simultaneous absorption strategy, which
means that we absorb the head bit of all n input sequences at the same step. There are 2n different cases with respect
to the head bit of each of the n input sequences being an L or an R. We encode each of this 2n different case by
a sequence of length n consisting the head elements of each of the n input. We can enumerate these sequences as
π1, . . . , π2n by considering the lexicographic ordering on the n-element binary sequences of Ls and Rs. For example:
π1 = LL · · ·L︸ ︷︷ ︸
n times
, π2 = LL · · ·L︸ ︷︷ ︸
n−1 times
R, π2n−3+1 = LLLR L · · ·L︸ ︷︷ ︸
n−4 times
.
As an example, in the case of quadratic map we have 4 absorbed tensors, which were mentioned in Section 3.2 as
TLL, TLR, TRL and TRR. By tensor Tπi we mean the tensor of coefficients after absorbing the head elements of the
n input sequences, where those absorbed elements are πi(1),πi(2), . . . , πi(n). For example Tπ1 denotes the tensor
of modified coefficients where all the input sequences start with L. We use the transformations that is implicit in
Definition 5 to calculate the new coefficients. If we define φ(L, x) = x/(x + 1) and φ(R, x) = x + 1, one can see that
if σk = πi(k)σ ′k (i.e., if σ ′ is the tail of σ ); then φ(πi(k), [[σ ′k]]) = [[σk]] and:
(3.2)μTn
([[σ1]], . . . , [[σn]])= μTn(φ(πi(1), [[σ ′1]]), . . . , φ(πi(n), [[σ ′n]]))= μTπi ([[σ ′1]], . . . , [[σ ′n]]).
This equation shows that given πi and Tn, one can always calculate Tπi . In this section we do not give an explicit
algorithm for this, but we assume that such an algorithm is given. It is obvious that in the case of homographic and
quadratic algorithm no algorithm is necessary as we are only dealing with two (respectively four) tensors.
Furthermore we present the emitted tensors. Unlike the situation with the absorbed tensors, here, independent of
n we always have two emitted tensors. That is because at any step in the output-bit algorithm we output L if the
numerator is less than the denominator and we output R if denominator is less than the numerator (cf. Definition 3).
If we can not decide which of the numerator or denominator is bigger then we should absorb more bits from the
input sequences. Thus we denote the two emitted tensors by TD (for the case of outputting L) and TN (for the case of
outputting R). Each time we output an L bit, we subtract the numerator from the denominator and each time we output
an R we subtract the denominator from the numerator (cf. Definition 3). The emitted tensors will have the following
shape.
TD =
[
a2n a2n−1 . . . a1
b2n − a2n b2n−1 − a2n−1 . . . b1 − a1
]
, TN =
[
a2n − b2n . . . a1 − b1
b2n . . . b1
]
.
Next tool that we need is a generalisation of the functions ssg and ssg(2).
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ssg(n)(m1, . . . ,m2n) =
2n∑
i=1
sgnmi.
We use ssg(n) as a criterion to determine the sign of a multilinear polynomial whose coefficients are a1, . . . , a2n .
This is shown for simple cases in the Lemmas 11 and 17 and more generally in the following lemma.
Lemma 25.
(i) ssg(n)(a1, . . . , a2n) > 2n − 2 then ∀x1, . . . , xn > 0, Ln(x1, . . . , xn) > 0.
(ii) ssg(n)(a1, . . . , a2n) < −2n + 2 then ∀x1, . . . , xn > 0, Ln(x1, . . . , xn) < 0.
(iii) If ssg(n)(a1, . . . , a2n) × ssg(n)(b1, . . . , b2n) > 2n(2n − 2) then ∀x1, . . . , xn > 0, μTn(x1, . . . , xn) > 0.
(iv) If ssg(n)(a1, . . . , a2n) × ssg(n)(b1, . . . , b2n) < −2n(2n − 2) then ∀x1, . . . , xn > 0, μTn(x1, . . . , xn) < 0.
Proof.
(i) If ssg(n)(a1, . . . , a2n) > 2n − 2 then
ssg(n)(a1, . . . , a2n) = 2n − 1 ∨ ssg(n)(a1, . . . , a2n) = 2n.
Thus at least 2n − 1 of a1, . . . , a2n are greater than zero and none of them is less than 0. In either of the 2n + 1
cases the desired inequality holds.
(ii) Similar to (i).
(iii) Let X = ssg(n)(a1, . . . , a2n) and Y = ssg(n)(b1, . . . , b2n) and assume
(3.3)XY > 2n(2n − 2).
We prove that |X|, |Y | > 2n − 2. Suppose on contrary that |X|, |Y | < 2n − 1. Then |XY | < (2n − 1)2, i.e.,
|XY | (2n − 1)2 − 1 = 2n(2n − 2),
which is in contradiction with (3.3). Thus we have proven that |X|, |Y | > 2n − 2. Note that since XY > 2n(2n −
2) 0 therefore X and Y are either both positive or both negative. Suppose the latter is the case (the former is
similar). This means then ssg(n)(a1, . . . , a2n) < −2n + 2 and ssg(n)(b1, . . . , b2n) < −2n + 2. If x1, . . . , xn > 0
by part (ii) we have
Ln(x1, . . . , xn) < 0 ∧ L′n(x1, . . . , xn) < 0.
Therefore μn(x1, . . . , xn) > 0.
(iv) Similar to (iii). 
We present the multilinear sign algorithm. The input is a 2×2n tensor Tn and the n Stern–Brocot binary sequences
σ1, . . . , σn ∈ SB. The output is an n + 2-tuple (s, Tns , σ1s , . . . , σns ) consisting of the sign, the new tensor of the
coefficients, and the remaining parts of the n input sequences. We present the algorithm in the form of a recursive
function S(n) :T2×2n(Z)×SBn → {0,+1,−1}×T2×2n(Z)×SBn. The recursion is on n as well as the structure of the
input sequences. First of all when n = 0 then S(0) is merely determining the sign of the fraction a/b. In this case there
is no input sequence so we output ((sgna)(sgnb),
[ a
b
]
). For the case when n > 0 we have to introduce some special
tensors to deal with the case in which the input sequence σi (1 i  n) is the empty sequence.
Definition 26. We shall denote the 2 × 2n−1 tensor of coefficients of μn(x1, . . . , xi−1,1, xi+1, . . . , xn) by Ai . We
assume that the outcome of
S(n−1)(Ai, σ1, . . . , σi−1, σi+1, . . . , σn),
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(si ,Bi, σs1, . . . , σsi−1 , σsi+1, . . . , σsn),
where Bi is the new 2 × 2n−1 tensor of coefficients. From Bi we construct the 2 × 2n tensor Bi . The tensor Bi is a
tensor whose 2n−1 columns corresponding to the monomials not including xi are the columns from Bi , and the other
2n−1 columns are 0. As an example the tensor B1 of Section 3.2 is obtained in this way.
When the input sequence σi (1  i  n) is the empty sequence, it means that one input sequence has vanished.
Thus, in order to calculate μn we consider the coefficients of the monomials in which this vanishing variable oc-
curs to be 0. That is to say, we consider μTn(x1, . . . , xi−1,1, xi+1, . . . , xn) as another multilinear fractional form
μT ′n(x1, . . . , xi−1,0, xi+1, . . . , xn) for some T
′
n that can be obtained from Tn. This way, using the above notation, we
output (as part of the output n + 2-tuple) the tensor Bi .
We mention some useful properties of the tensors Ai and Bi . The proof is immediate by induction on n, the number
of variables.
Lemma 27. Let σi = [ ] and Ai , Bi and Bi be defined as in Definition 26. Then
(i) μAi (x1, . . . , xi−1, xi+1, . . . , xn) = μTn(x1, . . . , xi−1,1, xi+1, . . . , xn).
(ii) μBi (x1, . . . , xi−1, xi+1, . . . , xn) = μBi (x1, . . . , xi−1,1, xi+1, . . . , xn).
In the following algorithm we use these shorthands.
κ1 = ssg(n)(a1, . . . , a2n), κ2 = ssg(n)(b1, . . . , b2n),
κi− = κi −
(
2n − 2), κi+ = κi + (2n − 2), (i ∈ {1,2}).
Multilinear sign algorithm for n variables⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
S(n)(Tn, σ1, . . . , σi−1, [ ], σi+1, . . . , σn) := (si ,Bi, σs1, . . . σsi−1 , [ ], σsi+1 , . . . , σsn),
S(n)(Tn, σ1, . . . , σn) :=⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
if ∀i < 2n, ai = 0
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩
((sgna2n)(sgnb2n), Tn, σ1, . . . , σn) if ∀i < 2n, bi = 0,
(sgna2n , Tn, σ1, . . . , σn) else if κ2− > 0,
(− sgna2n , Tn, σ1, . . . , σn) else if κ2+ < 0,
absorb(n)Tn (σ1, . . . , σn) otherwise.
otherwise
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
if ∀i < 2n, bi = 0
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
(sgnb2n , Tn, σ1, . . . , σn) else if κ1− > 0,
(− sgnb2n , Tn, σ1, . . . , σn) else if κ1+ < 0,
absorb(n)Tn (σ1, . . . , σn) otherwise.
otherwise
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
(+1, Tn, σ1, . . . , σn) if κ1κ2>2n(2n − 2),
(−1, Tn, σ1, . . . , σn) else if κ1κ2 < −2n(2n − 2),
absorb(n)Tn (σ1, . . . , σn) otherwise.
The function absorb(n) :T2×2n(Z) × SBn → {0,+1,−1} × T2×2n(Z) × SBn is the absorption step; it is defined by
pattern matching on the head elements of the input sequences using the tensors Tπi that were defined earlier in this
section. Suppose the head elements of the n sequences form the sequence πi . I.e., σj = πi(j)σ ′j . Then
absorb(n)
(
Tn,πi(1)σ ′1, . . . , πi(n)σ ′n
) := S(n)(Tπi , σ ′1, . . . , σ ′n).
We turn our attention to the generalised form of the output-bit algorithm. First we generalise the Definitions 12 and 18
in order to obtain a predicate that can be used in the comparison of the numerator and the denominator. This predicate
tries to determine whether one of numerator or denominator is greater than the other one for all x1, . . . , xn > 0. In
order to achieve this, it compares the coefficients of the identical monomials.
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Ξn(p1, . . . , p2n;q1, . . . , q2n) :=
∨
1i2n
((∧
k =i
qk  pk
)
∧ qi < pi
)
.
Again we state those properties of this predicate that we use in the algorithm. The proofs are trivial.
Lemma 29.
(i) If Ξn(a1, . . . , a2n;b1, . . . , b2n) then
∀x1, . . . , xn > 0, Ln(x1, . . . , xn) > L′n(x1, . . . , xn).
(ii) If ¬Ξn(a1, . . . , a2n;b1, . . . , b2n) ∧ ¬Ξn(b1, . . . , b2n;a1, . . . , a2n) then
∃x1, . . . , xn > 0, Ln(x1, . . . , xn) = L′n(x1, . . . , xn).
In the multilinear output-bit algorithm the input is the tensor Tn and the n Stern–Brocot binary sequences
σ1, . . . , σn ∈ SB. We present the algorithm as a recursive function B(n) :T2×2n(Z)× SBn −→ SB. The recursion is on
n as well as the input sequences and the tensor of coefficients. In order for this recursion to be provably terminating
we need to define a well-ordering on the set of tensors. This is always possible (see the discussion before Theorem 32
and [22]).
Multilinear output-bit algorithm for n variables⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩
B(n)(Tn, σ1, . . . , σi−1, [ ], σi+1, . . . , σn) := B(n−1)(Ai, σ1, . . . , σi−1, σi+1, . . . , σn)
B(n)(Tn, σ1, . . . , σn) :=
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
R(B(n)(TN ,σ1, . . . , σn)) if Ξn(a1, . . . , a2n;b1, . . . , b2n),
L(B(n)(TD,σ1, . . . , σn)) else if Ξn(b1, . . . , b2n;a1, . . . , a2n),
absorb′ (n)(Tn, σ1, . . . , σn) otherwise.
Here the function absorb′ (n) :T2×2n(Z) × SBn → SB is defined by pattern matching on the head element of input
similar to the above function absorb(n).
absorb′ (n)
(
Tn,πi(1)σ ′1, . . . , πi(n)σ ′n
) := B(n)(Tπi , σ ′1, . . . , σ ′n).
In the multilinear output-bit algorithm, if one of the input sequences is the empty sequences, we need to call the
function B(n−1) and perform the recursion on n. The preconditions that we had in Lemmas 14 and 20 for the base
cases n = 1 and n = 2 will mount to the case of arbitrary n. Thus if for some 1  i  n the input sequence σi is the
empty sequence we need to require that for every 1  i  2n, ai, bi  0 and that Ln(1,1, . . . ,1) =∑2ni=1 ai > 0 and
L′n(1,1, . . . ,1) =
∑2n
i=1 bi > 0. Note that in the case when one of the input sequences is empty we have a recursive
step on n with a different tensor of coefficients. Furthermore, in the absorption step we have a recursive step with as
argument a suitably chosen absorbed tensor. Hence we need the following lemma, which states that the preconditions
are preserved during the recursive step.
Lemma 30.
(i) For a tensor T ∈ T2×2n(Z) by row1(T ) we mean the sum of the elements in the first row of the tensor; by
row2(T ) we mean the sum of the elements in the second row of the tensor. Suppose row1(Tn), row2(Tn) > 0.
Then rowk(Ai) > 0 (k = 1,2).
(ii) Suppose for every 1 i  2n, ai, bi  0 and let Tπi =
[ c2n ... c1
d2n ... d1
]
. Then for every 1 i  2n, ci, di  0.
Proof.
(i) According to Lemma 27(i) Ai is obtained from Tn by simplifying μTn(x1, . . . , xi−1,1, xi+1, . . . , xn). By induction
on n one can easily see that during the simplification rowk(Tn) remains equal to rowk(Ai).
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and φ(R, x) = x + 1. From the definition of Tπi it follows that ci is obtained by (1) replacing φ(πi(i1), xi1) in
all monomials in Tn involving xi1 (1  i  j), (2) simplifying the result and (3) adding up the coefficients of
the monomial xi1xi2 . . . xij . Since all the coefficients of Tn are positive and during the above simplification no
negative factor enters the computation therefore ci  0. Similarly one can prove di  0. 
The above lemma can be used to prove a result similar to Lemmas 14 and 20, namely that the multilinear output-bit
algorithm terminates if all the coefficients are nonnegative and row2(Ai), row2(Ai) > 0 (cf. the statement of Theo-
rem 32(ii)).
Finally, combining the above two algorithms we present the algorithm to compute the multilinear fractional form
μn. Given the tensors Tn of the coefficients and the n Stern–Brocot binary sequences this algorithm will calculate
μTn([[σ1]], . . . , [[σn]]). The main steps are taken in the output-bit algorithm. We only need to make sure that when we
call the output-bit algorithm the preconditions hold. As it was the case with the homographic and quadratic algorithm
we use the outcome of the sign algorithm to correct the signs of the coefficients to satisfy the precondition. Thus
assuming that S(n)(Tn, σ1, . . . , σn) = (s, Tns , σ1s , . . . , σns ), and that Tns =
[ as2n as2n−1 ... as1
bs2n bs2n−1 ... bs1
]
we use the notations T −ns ,
T −ns1 and T
−
ns2
to denote the modified versions of the Tns tensor. In T −ns we negate all the elements of the tensor Tns . In
T −ns1 (respectively T
−
ns2
) we negate only the elements in the second row (respectively first row) of Tns (cf. T −s , T −s1 and
T −s2 in Section 3.2).
We also need a further generalisation of the notion of singularity for tensors; this predicate will tackle the case
where output is independent of the input (cf. Definition 21).
Definition 31. For Tn =
[ a2n a2n−1 ... a1
b2n b2n−1 ... b1
]
we define the following predicate.
same_ratio(n)(Tn) :=
∧
1i,jn
aibj = ajbi .
The multilinear algorithm has the form of a functionM(n) :T2×2n(Z)× SBn → SSB. Note that there are no recur-
sive calls in this function.
Multilinear algorithm for n variables⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
M(n)(Tn, σ1, . . . , σn) :=⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
if same_ratio(n)(Tn)
{ ai
bi
 for the first 1 i  2n s.t. bi = 0.
otherwise
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
Zero if s = 0,
if s = 1
{
Pos B(n)(Tns , σ1s , . . . , σns ) if row1(Tns ) > 0,
Pos B(n)(T −ns , σ1s , . . . , σns ) otherwise.
if s = −1
{Neg B(n)(T −ns1 , σ1s , . . . , σns ) if row1(Tns ) > 0,
Neg B(n)(T −ns2 , σ1s , . . . , σns ) otherwise.
After defining the generalised form of the algorithms we focus on the problem of the correctness of this family of
the algorithms. Since our algorithms are given as recursive function, we need to follow the well-founded induction
on recursive calls to prove the properties of these functions. For well-founded induction, one needs to have a well-
ordering on the structure that is decreasing in successive recursive calls. In our algorithms we have recursions on three
different structures:
(1) Recursion on natural numbers. This leads to the ordinary induction on natural numbers.
(2) Recursion on the structure of binary sequences. This leads to a well-ordering on the set of finite binary sequences,
which is basically the (partial) ordering of sequences according to their length. According to this well-ordering,
the new input sequences (considered as an n-tuple) after an absorption step should be considered less than the
376 M. Niqui / Journal of Discrete Algorithms 5 (2007) 356–379n-tuple of input sequences before the absorption. Therefore we use this induction scheme to prove the properties
that are invariant during the absorption steps.
(3) Recursion on the structure of the tensor of coefficients. This leads to a well-ordering on the set of 2 × 2n tensors
over positive integers, which is the ordering of tensors according to sum of their elements. According to this well-
ordering, the tensor of coefficients after an emission step should be considered less than the tensor of coefficients
before the emission. Hence we use this induction scheme wherever our algorithm contains an emission step (e.g.
function B(n)).
Sometimes we need a combination of the above orderings. In that case we form a lexicographic order in which the
component orders are the above well-orderings. One can prove that this lexicographic order is also well-founded, and
hence one can use well-founded induction on the lexicographic order.
Here we state the correctness as a theorem. The proof involves a lengthy combination of the above three induction
principles and multiple case analysis according to the branching of the algorithms. A detailed sketch of the proof,
taking care of nontrivial parts, can be found in [20, §2.4].
Theorem 32 (Correctness of the multilinear algorithm). Let
μTn(x1, . . . , xn) =
Ln(x1, . . . , xn)
L′n(x1, . . . , xn)
where Tn =
[ a2n a2n−1 ... a1
b2n b2n−1 ... b1
] ∈ T2×2n(Z).
Let σ1, . . . , σn ∈ SB.
(i) Assume S(n)(Tn, σ1, . . . , σn) = (s, Tns , σ1s , . . . , σns ). Then
s = sgnμTn
([[σ1]], . . . , [[σn]]).
(ii) If ∀1 i  2n, ai, bi  0, row1(Tn) > 0 and row2(Tn) > 0. Then
μTn
([[σ1]], . . . , [[σn]])= B(n)(Tn, σ1, . . . , σn).
(iii) μTn([[σ1]], . . . , [[σn]])=M(n)(Tn, σ1, . . . , σn).
The above theorem is a generalisation of the facts stated in Theorems 15 and 22. For the cases n = 1,2 (the
homographic and quadratic algorithms), the proof has been formalised in Coq proof assistant (see Section 5 and [22]).
4. Polynomials
In the previous section we presented a method to compute the field operations directly on the Stern–Brocot repre-
sentation of two rational numbers. In this section we discuss how one can use homographic, quadratic and multilinear
algorithms to evaluate polynomials on Stern–Brocot representation. This means that, given a polynomial P(x) with
integer coefficients and in one variable, and given a Stern–Brocot binary sequence σ , we want to compute P([[σ ]]).
We call this the evaluation of P at σ .
Let Pn(x) = anxn + an−1xn−1 + · · · + a0 be a polynomial of degree n  2. The idea is to express the given
polynomial as composition of multilinear fractional forms. In general there are several ways to do this. One way—
which is similar to the usual Horner method for evaluating polynomials—consist of considering Pn as a quadratic
map
q0
(
x,Pn−1(x)
)= 1 · xPn−1(x) + 0 · x + 0 · Pn−1(x) + a0
0 · xPn−1(x) + 0 · x + 0 · Pn−1(x) + 1 ,
where Pn−1(x) = anxn−1 + an−1xn−2 + · · · + a1. Repeating this process for Pn−1 it follows that we can write Pn as
(4.1)Pn(x) = q0
(
x, q1
(
x, . . . , qn−2
(
x,h(x)
)))
,
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h(x) = anx + an−1
0.x + 1 .
According to (4.1) we have
Pn
([[σ ]])=QQ0(σ,QQ1(σ, . . . ,QQn−2(σ,HM(σ ))));
where
Qi :=
[
1 0 0 ai
0 0 0 1
]
, M :=
[
an an−1
0 1
]
.
Clearly, in this case evaluation of P at σ requires n − 1 calls to quadratic algorithm and one call to homographic
algorithm.
The above method shows how one can use a composition of quadratic maps to evaluate a polynomial. We can
generalise the above method by replacing q0 with a multilinear fractional form μ0 of k0 variables for some 2 k0  n.
On that account, repeating the procedure as wee did in the above method, we can write (4.1) as
Pn(x) = μ0
(
x, . . . , x︸ ︷︷ ︸
k0−1 times
,μ1
(
x, . . . , x︸ ︷︷ ︸
k1−1 times
, . . . ,μj (x, . . . , x︸ ︷︷ ︸
kj times
)
))
,
where for all i  j each μi is a multilinear fractional form of ki variables with 2 ki  n and 1 kj .4 Thus we have
Pn
([[σ ]])=M(k0)Tk0
(
σ, . . . , σ︸ ︷︷ ︸
k0−1 times
,M(k1)Tk1
(
σ, . . . , σ︸ ︷︷ ︸
k1−1 times
, . . . ,M(kj )Tkj (σ, . . . , σ︸ ︷︷ ︸
kj times
)
));
where for i < j
Tki =
⎡
⎣1 0 . . .0︸ ︷︷ ︸( kiki−1) times
a′ki 0 . . .0︸ ︷︷ ︸
(
ki
ki−2)−1 times
. . . a′3 0 . . .0︸ ︷︷ ︸
(
ki
1 )−1 times
a′2
0 . . . . . . 0 1
⎤
⎦ ,
and a′l =
∑i−1
t=0 kt + l − (i + 2). Moreover
Tkj =
⎡
⎢⎣
an an−1 0 . . .0︸ ︷︷ ︸
(
kj
kj −1)−1 times
an−2 0 . . .0︸ ︷︷ ︸
(
kj
kj −2)−1 times
. . . an−kj
0 . . . . . . 0 1
⎤
⎥⎦ .
Hence we can use the composition of multilinear algorithm to evaluate polynomials with integer coefficients.5 Obvi-
ously, the complexity of the method depends on the complexity of multilinear algorithm. But it also depends on the
choice of kis (i.e., which composition of multilinear algorithms we consider). It is also possible to first factorise Pn,
apply the above method to each factor, and finally multiply the factors by applying the multilinear algorithm on them.
In this paper we do not consider complexity of the algorithms of Section 3. However, the complexity of homo-
graphic algorithm is derivable from the methods that we present in [11]. The question of complexity of the multilinear
algorithm for n variables seems to be a difficult problem.
Finally, a more general and more useful application of the multilinear algorithm would be the evaluation of the
rational functions. Rational functions are elements of the field of fractions of the ring of polynomials over Z. They can
be written as a composition of multilinear fractional forms. However finding the optimal composition is a very difficult
problem. The less complex problem of decomposing rational functions into an optimal composition of quadratic maps
has already been posed as an open problem by Gosper [7, Item 101B]; but there seem to be no solution even in this
simpler form.
4 In fact, it is evident that ki  n + i −
∑i−1
t=0 kt and that
∑j
t=0 kt = n + j .5 Adaptation of the method for polynomials with rational coefficients is trivial.
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The main contributions of the present paper are the homographic, quadratic and multilinear algorithms presented in
Sections 3.1–3.3. The underlying idea of the paper, the use of homographic and quadratic maps to lazily compute the
arithmetic operation, is due to Gosper [7] where he presents them for continued fractions. The adaptation of this idea
for use with the Stern–Brocot representation is nontrivial and can be considered as a novel contribution of the present
paper. More specifically our treatment of sign and output-bit algorithm results in a more modular view of the main
algorithms and eases the proof of the correctness. The generalisation of the homographic and quadratic algorithm to
obtain the multilinear algorithm is another contribution of this paper. The suggested application of the multilinear
algorithm for evaluating polynomials, which has its origin in an open problem posed by Gosper [7, Item 101B], is a
further contribution of this paper.
The algorithms of Sections 3.1–3.2 have been implemented in the lazy programming language Haskell and for-
malised using the Coq proof assistant [5]. As we mentioned earlier the proofs of Theorems 22 and 15, which are
special cases of the proof of Theorem 32, are also formalised in Coq. The algorithms and their formalisation in Coq
are available on-line [21]. This formalisation is joint work with Yves Bertot and is explained in [22].
The author began the entire project when he attempted to verify the algorithms for exact real arithmetic using Coq
proof assistant. After simplifying various representations based on continued fractions, the Stern–Brocot represen-
tations seemed to be the most suitable one to be formalised inside a theorem prover. The priority was to formally
verify lazy algorithms for exact arithmetic in order to assess the strength of the machinery of the proof assistant for
tackling more efficient algorithms. This—in addition to the obvious theoretical interests—may explain the choice of
this inefficient algorithms for formalisation. Although the algorithms are relatively efficient when applied on rational
numbers with small denominators.
Some of the issues that were omitted in the present paper, such as well-orderings and termination of the recursive
calls and the issues peculiar to the verification of the algorithms on a theorem prover are discussed in [22]. Some
of the general issues regarding the extension of the representation to a representation for real numbers, and issues
concerning the redundancy and the complexity of the representation can be found in [11,20].
One direction for further work is to consider alternative redundant representation for rational numbers based
on other variants of gcd algorithm. These algorithms should result in more efficient versions of homographic and
quadratic algorithm. Some work in this direction can be found in [20, §2.6]. Another possible direction would be the
project of formally verifying the algorithms on real arithmetic based on Stern–Brocot tree. For this, the representation
should be considered as a coinductive type in type theory. Coinductive types are types corresponding to infinite objects
and using them the algorithms of exact real arithmetic can be formalised in a formal framework like Coq.
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Appendix A. Glossary of notations
ssg Sum of signs of m and n
S The homographic sign algorithm
absorb The homographic sign algorithm (absorption)
Ξ1 Predicate for comparing two line segments
B The homographic output-bit algorithm
absorb′ The homographic output-bit algorithm (absorption)
H The homographic algorithm
ssg(2) Sum of signs of m, n, p and q
S(2) The quadratic sign algorithm
absorb(2) The quadratic sign algorithm (absorption)
Ξ2 Predicate for comparing two quadratic surfaces
M. Niqui / Journal of Discrete Algorithms 5 (2007) 356–379 379B(2) The quadratic output-bit algorithm
absorb′ (2) The quadratic output-bit algorithm (absorption)
same_ratio(2) Singularity of 2 × 2 × 2 tensors
Q The quadratic algorithm
ssg(n) Sum of signs of m1, . . . ,m2n
S(n) The multilinear sign algorithm for n variables
absorb(n) The multilinear sign algorithm for n variables (absorption)
Ξn Predicate for comparing two multilinear surfaces
B(n) The multilinear output-bit algorithm for n variables
absorb′ (n) The multilinear output-bit algorithm for n variables (absorption)
same_ratio(n) Singularity of 2 × 2n tensors
M(n) The multilinear algorithm for n variables
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